










“Crime in rural communities can have devastating

consequences for residents and businesses alike. We know some

rural communities have lost confidence in the police and we need

to correct that.

“So this summer saw the launch of the first ever UK wide Wildlife

Crime Policing Strategy and the Rural Affairs Strategy. These strategies

aim to safeguard wildlife and strengthen safe and prosperous

rural communities. This can be achieved by stronger partnership

working, listening and engaging more effectively with the public and

embedding a wildlife and rural focus into policing culture.

“But we can’t do this alone. We need the public and our partners to

work with us to improve the quality of life of our rural communities

and safeguard our wildlife.

I see Inspector Korine Bishop and her team doing exactly this, working

closely with the public and partners both locally in Hampshire but

also engaging nationally on specific rural and wildlife crime matters,

working tirelessly to serve the public.

“Modern day policing means we can’t be everywhere all of the time, so

we rely on the rural communities to be our eyes and ears. So I would

encourage the public to talk to the police, tell us what’s happening in

your communities and report suspicious incidents to the police.

"You can also now report anonymously using the recently launched

NFU and Crimestoppers 'Rural Crime Reporting Line' by calling

0800 783 0137 or visiting www.ruralcrimereportingline.uk."



Worst affected
counties by cost

Cost in
2016

Cost in
2017

%
Change

Hampshire £707,224 £1,052,581 £48.8%







“These multi-

agency operations play a key part in our efforts to

tackle a range of rural crimes.

“I am grateful to our many partners for their

involvement in these and future activities.

“We will continue to work together across rural

parts of Hampshire to tackle all types

of criminality.”





“To work with our communities to maximise

activity which will contribute to protecting the

public and keeping our communities safe;

whilst harnessing the skills, dedication and

commitment of our volunteers and active

citizens.”
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“Some of the sheep involved in

these incidents appear to havebeen bitten,

but it’s not clear as to what animal may

havecaused these injuries at this stage.

“We are trying to establish whether the

two reports in the field on Blackgang Road

are linked. We are not currently linking the

third incident near to Arreton to those in

Ventnor.

“The Country Watch team is continuing to

carry out enquiries about these incidents

to establish what happened. Have you seen

an animal, such as a dog, running loose

in either area or has your animal returned

home with indications that it may have

been involved?”



“Amobile

phone was seized as part of a separate

police operation which led to evidence of

animal welfare concerns being uncovered

and prompted warrants at two addresses in

Hampshire.

“On the phone − which belonged to another

man who isn’t part of our investigations −

we found videos and WhatsApp messages.

“One of these videos showed the man from

Alresford in his garden setting his dogs on a wild

rabbit and encouraging them to kill it. It’s really

horrific footage to watch.”

“The vet

checked her immediately and she cried out

in pain when he touched her. Her breathing

was laboured and she was shaking. She was

emaciated and weak.

“When officers helped her onto her feet they

made a shocking discovery − a huge, ulcerated

tumour under her abdomen.The vet said it had

been there for months, possibly years.”




